D
ocument review is an essential practice of information management and writer training in many organizations, and the need for document review continues to increase as texts become more plentiful and our uses of them become more complex (Bucciarelli, 1994; Henderson, 1998; Winsor, 2001) . The importance of document review is magnified because the technologies people use multiply the number of texts produced and shared. The responsibility passed to document reviewers is intensified because of the importance people place on the texts they use and because the producers of these texts are not trained writers and do not see their principal work as writing. How does document review continue to support the training of professionals who write and balance that task with the need to manage documents as tangible, lasting artifacts of organizational knowledge? This article explores the answer to this question by looking at the tools of document review and the kinds of instructive relationships that they facilitate.
The traditional mediating tool of document review is the document itself, a hard-copy record of a writer's literate contribution. Yet review mediated by hard-copy text supports interactions between a writer and a reviewer that reinforce the reviewer's control over the text but do little to show the writer how to contribute to the work of the organization. Therefore, I propose a new mediating tool: textual replay. With textual replay, reviewers and writers are better able to reconcile the need to control a text as an organizational artifact with the need to provide context-specific writing instruction. I begin by elaborating the problem of document review as a practice that is sometimes narrowly focused on a text's form. Then I explore how the tools of document review may support writer-reviewer interactions that are focused equally on texts as products of writing processes and as objects supporting work throughout an organization. I introduce textual replay as a tool to support such a document review and present my study explaining how writers and reviewers in two organizations used the textual replay. I conclude by offering design suggestions for improving the way that textual replay can support document review.
THE PROBLEM OF DOCUMENT REVIEW
The problem of document review is that reviewers must accomplish two tasks that are not always compatible and are infrequently seen as related: document management (revision) and writing instruction (review). Kleimann (1993) characterized the two tasks this way: "Within workplace settings, organizations often distinguish between revision, the individual's process, and review, the organization's process" (p. 56). The separation between revision and review suggests that the two activities are unrelated. Yet the work of the organization that review seeks to support is increasingly text mediated (see Yates, 1993) . In organizations whose work is increasingly text dependent, writing and revising are the means by which the work of the organization is initiated and sustained and, thus, are essential aspects of organizational work. Document review is a practice situated at the crossroads between writing and revising (the processes of individuals) and review (the maintenance of organizational processes by controlling textual contributions). Document reviews occur at an awkward stage in a text's development, after the writer has drafted enough to consider the text "ready for review" (Geisler, 2001) but before the text is ready to pass from the writer's control and merge into the streams of organizational work activity. This stage is important because here the reviewer must both change the document to make it suitable for publication and help the writer adopt an approach to writing that will produce useable texts. At this transition point, reviewers must be able to talk about a document as an object of both individual and organizational processes.
A document can represent both individual and organizational processes. Documents can represent a stage in an individual's writing process (Wood, 1992) . They can also formally represent organizational knowledge (Latour, 1986; Star, 1995) and contain vast semantic "potential," the possibility to have different meanings depending on the circumstances of use (Wood, 1992, p. 5) . Ideally, in a document review, participants examine two kinds of information represented in the document. The first is the organizational knowledge that the text represents, which fits in with organizational practices and supplies information in a form that others find useful (Devitt, 1991, pp. 336-337; Hutchins, 1995; Winsor, 2001 ). The second is the individual knowledge that a writer contributes to the organization through the text (Katz, 1998a (Katz, , 1998b . In this sense, document review is concerned with determining "fit"-the fit of the document to existing work practices and the fit of the writer in the organization (Paradis, Dobrin, & Miller, 1985) .
Unfortunately, the work of examining the individual and organizational processes is complicated because writers and reviewers often lack enough common ground to coordinate their understanding of these processes. The writers often lack the reviewers' enculturated experience, so envisioning the relevant organizational processes is difficult for them. For the reviewers, the individual processes have become naturalized and, thus, rendered inaccessible by any articulate means (Polanyi, 1974; Ryle, 1949) . This scenario is further complicated by a growing population of professionals who write and work with reviewers, few of whom are trained writers. Reviewers are less likely to discuss writing processes or organizational work practices to which writers contribute. In a recent study of document review, Van der Geest and Van Gemert (1997) described typical review practices as specifically concerned with qualities of the texts as products. Chief among the concerns of reviewers are (a) consistency and correctness, (b) accuracy and completeness, and (c) appropriateness (Van der Geest & Van Gemert, 1997, pp. 437-441) , all qualities that deal directly with the shape of a text as a knowledge artifact. Writing and revision processes are conspicuously absent. Individuals learn to write by producing the kinds of documents expected for participation in a discourse community. The writing process itself is a mode of learning by which writers examine their experiences and consider how to represent that information meaningfully to community members (Emig, 1977; Winsor, 2000) . A critical component of learning is to be taught by those who are more experienced (Beaufort, 2000; Lutz, 1989, p. 126) . With regard to the review of writing, Katz (1998b) has suggested "the supervisor's role as reviewer or editor may be one of the most significant mechanisms for teaching [italics added] newcomers how to write appropriately in the organization" (p. 170).
The role of reviewers as facilitators of socialization is instructional. Yet as many people have pointed out, those who review writing in organizations are not trained as writers or teachers (Kleimann, 1993; Schriver, 1989) . The problem may not seem apparent at first, but it is one that has dogged us from early on and is still relevant today. Review (see Paradis et al., 1985; Van der Geest & Van Gemert, 1997 ) is a current-traditionalist practice. Reviewers receive documents and evaluate them according to how well they fit a model of an appropriate document. The features of such reviews are clear: "emphasis on the composed product rather than the composing process . . . [and] strong concern with usage (syntax, spelling, punctuation) and with style (economy, clarity, emphasis)" (Young, 1978, p. 31) . This emphasis comes at the expense of talking about the writing process.
A related problem, which is as relevant now as it was when Hairston (1982) noted it, is that a current-traditionalist approach to writing and response can arrest a writer's development and ability to participate in a discourse community organized around textual contributions: "We cannot teach students to write by looking only at what they have written. We must also understand how that product came into being, and why it assumed the form that it did" (p. 84). Such a perspective is missing from most workplace writing reviews due in part to the reviewers' lack of training as writing teachers. But this fact does not rule out the possibility that with appropriate support, reviewers could offer pedagogical insight on work that newcomers produce. Yet lacking the explicit conceptual model to talk about the writing process (due to a lack of training and the naturalization of their own writing processes), reviewers may look to tools to mediate such conversation more directly. Clark (1996) wrote that in situations in which coordination on joint activities is difficult to achieve, external representations-or tools, more broadly (Vygotsky, 1978) -are "more important . . . than is usually supposed" (Clark, p. 46) . The tools allow people to off-load some cognitive responsibilities (e.g., memorization, calculation) to objects in the task environment. These objects then become part of the overall cognitive architecture that supports a given task (Hollan, Hutchins, & Kirsh, 2000) . According to Clark, the success or failure of tools (as external representations) depends on five key qualities: (a) external representations should be physical so that they can be shared, (b) they should contain markers that "denote elements of the joint activity" (p. 46), (c) they should be "interpreted in part by their spatial location" (p. 47), (d) the markers should be alterable, and (e) they should be simultaneously and equally accessible (p. 47). External representations that fail to meet these qualities may support individual actions but cannot easily support joint actions. Document review is a joint action in which writers and reviewers build a common understanding of the text and jointly construct a revision plan that results in both a better text and the writers' deeper understanding of appropriate writing processes. The hard-copy texts that commonly mediate document review fail to meet all of Clark's (1996) requirements. The markers that they contain (words and formatting) do not denote a single joint activity. To the writers, the text's markers denote a stage in a writing or revision process. To the reviewers, they denote information used in organizational work practices. Furthermore, the person who controls the semantic potential of the text can easily form an understanding of the text that is not "simultaneously and equally accessible" (p. 47).
THE TOOLS OF MEDIATION IN DOCUMENT REVIEW
Thus, a starting point for review, and the starting point for this study, is to explore the value of an alternative mediational tool for review that allows writers to exercise some control over the semantic potential of a review text and to alter the agenda of review to focus on the individual processes of revision and writing more explicitly. At the same time, we should determine how this tool supports explanations of organizational processes and coordinates them with the individual processes. I introduce this mediating tool, the textual replay, in the next section.
TEXTUAL REPLAY AND STUDY CONDITIONS
A textual replay is closely related to the instant replay, but instead of recording and replaying a sports event, textual replay captures and replays on-screen writing activity. The textual replay is not a new technology as yet; it is my term to describe the product of a screencapture program that takes multiple, successive screen shots of onscreen writing activity, splices them together, and saves them in a movie file. Writers and reviewers use textual replays as supplements to hard copy during a review. (In the conclusion, I make recommendations for how to develop a textual-replay tool.)
The writers in this study created textual replays using Camtasia ® , a commercial screen-capture program. When the writers started to compose on the computer, they opened Camtasia ® , which took a screen capture once every 3 seconds for the duration of the writing session. At the end of the session, the writers turned off Camtasia ® , at which time the program automatically compiled the screen captures into a single video file. Writers repeated the process until they had finished a draft. A textual replay differs from hard-copy text in that it is a representation of a writing process. Writers used the textual replays to stimulate their recall of their writing processes during the review and to provide a physical, shareable record of writing activity. The principal benefit of the textual replay was that it afforded a writercontrolled, shareable representation of the individual processes of writing and revision.
The object of the study is to observe differences between document reviews mediated by text and those mediated by text plus textual replay. If the textual replay increased the common ground between the writers and reviewers, would the writers and reviewers be better able to coordinate knowledge about individual and organizational processes, thus achieving more of the instructional aims of document review in addition to its gatekeeping functions? I expected that textual-replay mediation would facilitate this kind of interaction. After introducing the sites for the study, I explain how the writers and reviewers used the textual replays.
Sites of Study
After following procedures for human participants-research approval, I selected two sites at which to observe the use of textual replay in document review: a donor relations office and an environmental engiSwarts / TECHNOLOGICAL MEDIATION OF DOCUMENT REVIEW 333 neering agency. I selected sites where the writers did not consider themselves professional writers and were new to their organizations (employed less than 1 year). I wanted to observe newcomers because I assumed that their reviews would include more writing instruction.
Donor relations office. The donor relations office was divided into different divisions that handled different kinds of donations. Each division had a director who did some writing but was also responsible for monitoring the writing activities of the donor relations officers, who solicited and processed donations. The directors delegated writing tasks to donor relations officers who specialized in different kinds of donor documents. Some officers produced solicitation and confirmation letters, texts proposing uses for the donations, and plans for conducting donation and reunion events. Others drafted legal documents governing the receipt and processing of donations. Reviews of these documents were not required but were often used with newcomers. The directors I observed in this study both had experience writing the kinds of documents that they reviewed.
Engineering agency. The engineering agency was a multidisciplinary environmental engineering office whose employees dealt with a variety of environmental engineering issues in the state. Engineers in the division of air resources volunteered to participate in the study. These engineers typically wrote texts dealing with air-quality testing and code enforcement. The document types included study protocols, state regulations, permit orders, and permit reviews. At the engineering agency, document reviews were formal and regular. The engineers produced documents about issues related to emissions control and testing. The reviews were double-check processes in which reviewers read the documents to determine that the facts were correct and that the monitoring processes would be sufficiently rigorous but fair. All of the reviewers were more experienced environmental engineers who often produced the same kinds of documents as the engineers they reviewed.
The Review Sessions
At both sites, I observed 3 writers and their reviewers during two separate review sessions. In one session, the writers and reviewers used textual replay along with a hard copy of the text. In the other session, the participants used only a hard copy of the text. At each site, 334 JBTC / July 2004 two pairs of writers and reviewers started with text only and used textual replay in the second review. The third pair of writers and reviewers at each site used textual replay first and text only in the second review. This design allowed comparison across review conditions, accounting for potential learning effects (none were found).
Text-mediated review. The writers and reviewers conducted a typical document review based on their common review practices. Reviewers at both sites typically conducted their reviews face-to-face with the writers. All reviewers would write their comments and corrections on a hard copy of the document prior to the review, explain the comments and corrections during the review, and leave the marked text with the writer.
Textual replay-mediated review. I arranged to install Camtasia ® on the writers' and reviewers' computers. The writers required access to Camtasia ® for documenting their writing processes. The reviewers required access to see and manipulate the textual replays. The writers and reviewers also required training because the textual replay was unusual and not intuitive to use in a document review. For both, I demonstrated the textual replay using an example of a textual-replay review in which I participated. The triptych in Figure 1 shows successive still screens that the study participants saw in motion. As a moving picture, these stills, plus the remainder of those in the textual replay, resemble writing activity in near real time.
The training materials varied slightly from the textual replays that the participants would produce. The textual replay I showed had an audio track that included my conversation with the reviewer. I wanted to allow participants to see the textual replay and to hear the kind of conversation that could follow from watching the textual replay in a review setting. The following is an excerpt from the dialogue that the participants heard linking the screens in the triptych:
Jason: There was a lot of unimportant information, I found. So I was trying to decide how much I wanted to shift there. I wanted to see if I could shorten it up a little bit. Aforementioned didn't seem entirely necessary. Reviewer: I don't think there's ever a good time to use that . . . that word, aforementioned. . . . Jason: For your information is something that I added in, trying to get out for your general information.
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Using my sample as a demonstration, I invited the writers to talk about their textual replays. Although I encouraged the writers to use the textual replays in any way that they wanted, I suggested that they discuss the words that appear on the screen, their reasons for choosing those words, the section of the text that they were writing, their memories of composing those sections, and problems they encountered.
In the textual replay-mediated reviews, the reviewers and writers started by discussing the review comments that the reviewers had made on a hard copy of the document. I had asked the writers to play at least two segments of their textual replays during the review. On coming to a section of the hard copy that the writer had elected to show in the textual replay, the writer would open the textual replay, fast-forward to the selected segment, play it, and narrate the activity shown. The reviewers commented on the textual replays as they deemed necessary.
DATA SEGMENTATION, AGGREGATION, AND CODING
I audiotaped and videotaped all the review sessions. Then I transcribed and segmented the verbal data on the tapes into clauses, which I aggregated and coded for further verbal data analysis (Swarts, 2001) . My coding was based on four analytic assumptions. My first assumption was that the key to an effective review is a free exchange of ideas and an equitable control over the text's semantic potential. The text is an artifact that is constructed by reviewers and writers according to their experiences. Yet for their various constructions of the text to become mediating artifacts of a review, both the reviewers and writers need to contribute to the review conversation equitably. I measured the number of contributions that the participants made, counting the number of clauses that the reviewers and writers made in the review conversation.
The second assumption was that document reviews are complex activities made up of a number of smaller actions such as explaining requirements, seeking clarification, defining terms, and proposing revisions. Each action concerns an organizational or individual process or both, with the person initiating the action exerting some control over the semantic potential of the review text. To isolate the smaller actions for analysis, I aggregated clauses into interchanges. An interchange is a unit of analysis consisting of adjacency pairs all devoted to a single topic or joint action (Clark, 1996, p. 48) . To determine how the writers and reviewers shaped the content of the review, I tracked the number of times the writers or the reviewers initiated interchanges and thus, directed the conversation to a particular topic. At the start of each interchange, the writer or the reviewer chose a particular topic and thereby constructed a picture of the review text as a meaningful object. Those who initiated more interchanges exerted greater control over the semantic potential of the text.
My third assumption was that the kinds of conversations present in text-mediated reviews would be different from those in reviews mediated by textual replay. In the text-mediated reviews, I expected the majority of the conversation to reflect the reviewers' expertise: organizational processes. In the reviews mediated by textual replay, which gave writers the means for sharing information about their writing processes, I expected to find more conversation about individual processes. I also expected discussion of individual processes to be balanced with discussion of organizational processes. I coded as rhetorical the conversations about organizational processes that included talk about audiences and their uses of documents, work activities to which a document was connected, the other documents to which a document was connected, and the rhetorical motivations for review (e.g., supervision). I coded as process the talk about individual processes that included conversations about a writer's actions, motivations, and intentions. Both codes are defined in detail in Appendix A.
Although reviews are potentially composed of many actions that combine organizational and individual processes, or joint actions, my interest was in the joint action of proposing revisions. My fourth assumption, then, was that the extent to which the action of proposing a revision was a joint activity would differ in the two kinds of reviews.
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I also expected to find differences in the manner by which revisions were justified (i.e., by reference to organizational or individual processes or both). For writers to understand how their individual revision and writing processes match with organizational processes, they must take an active role in articulating and ratifying revision suggestions. Without such active participation, and without the mediating means to connect revision to individual processes, writers may be more likely to revise their texts instead of their writing processes. I coded as directive the revision suggestions that were imperatives. A reviewer recognizes (tacitly) a textual ideal and makes revision suggestions by comparing the review text to that ideal. These suggestions do not require input from the writer and are based exclusively on the reviewer's knowledge of what a text should accomplish. I coded as facilitative the revision suggestions that were more tentative. A reviewer helps a writer take responsibility for a document by asking the writer to consider and evaluate revision possibilities. Often, these suggestions are questions that invite the writers to consider ways to implement the changes. Both revision-suggestion codes are defined in detail in Appendix B.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN REVIEWS MEDIATED BY TEXT AND THOSE MEDIATED BY TEXT AND TEXTUAL REPLAY
The data from this study point to differences between the reviews mediated by text compared to those mediated by both text and textual replay. The review sessions that included textual replay were characterized by increased writer participation in the review, more writerinitiated interchanges, a more direct topical focus on individual process issues, and more facilitative than directive revision suggestions. These differences suggest that the textual replay contributed to the creation of a different working relationship between the writers and their reviewers. But these changes cannot be attributed directly to the textual replay. I suggest that in the textual replay-mediated reviews, the writers and reviewers had different opportunities for interaction that allowed them to increase discussion of individual processes, promote input from the writers, and create an environment for jointly articulating and implementing revisions, which in turn made the textual-replay reviews more instructive. The quantitative subsections that follow explain the relevant differences.
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Effect on Participation I examined participation in terms of the ratio of reviewer to writer contributions. As Table 1 shows, the sessions including only text mediation had greater reviewer participation overall whereas the sessions including textual replay had greater writer participation overall. In the text-only sessions, the reviewers contributed more conversation, averaging 1.6 contributions for every 1 by the writers at the donor relations office and 1.3 for every 1 writer contribution at the engineering agency. In the textual-replay sessions, the ratios were reversed. At the donor relations office, the writers contributed 1.4 contributions for every 1 by the reviewers. At the engineering agency, the rate was 1.7 writer contributions for every 1 reviewer contribution.
Effect on Interchange Initiation
More important than the raw amount of conversation contributed by writers and reviewers was conversational control. As I noted earlier, I aggregated all the clauses into interchanges. The person who initiates an interchange directs attention to the text in a way that is relevant to that person's concerns and interests. As Table 2 shows, the writers and reviewers differed in their control over the interchange agenda. The ratios of writer to reviewer initiations tell us something about the differences between the reviews mediated by text only and those mediated by textual replay. In the text-mediated sessions, reviewers initiated more interchanges overall. At the donor relations office, the ratio was 3.8 reviewer interchange initiations for every 1 writer initiation. At the engineering agency, the ratio was 1.4 reviewer initiations to 1 writer initiation. In the sessions mediated by textual replay, the ratios did not always reverse although the number of writer-initiated interchanges did increase. At the donor relations office, writers initiated 1 interchange for every 1.6 initiated by reviewers. At the engineering agency, writers initiated more interchanges overall, with 1.5 initiations for every 1 by reviewers.
Effect on Topics of Conversation
Each of the interchanges in a review session comprised different smaller joint activities in which the reviewers and writers engaged. The topical content of each interchange is a reflection of the ways in which those joint activities were articulated in terms of the reviewers' Swarts / TECHNOLOGICAL MEDIATION OF DOCUMENT REVIEW 339 and the writers' different knowledge bases from which they constructed the meaning of the review texts. As Table 3 shows, the balance of the conversation shifted from nearly equal consideration of organizational (rhetorical) and individual (process) issues in the textmediated sessions to a greater consideration of individual process in the textual-replay sessions. The amount of the increase in conversation about individual process was substantial on average, and it reflects how the nature of the conversation changed when the writers exerted more influence over the selection of topics (interchange initiations) and more general influence over the direction of the conversation (amount of participation). As Figure 2 shows, discussion of individual process issues in the text-mediated sessions accounted for only 30% of the conversation at the donor relations office and only 19% at the engineering agency. In the textual replay-mediated sessions, talk about individual process issues accounted for 42% of all conversation at the donor relations office and 46% at the engineering agency. Discussion of organizational rhetorical issues also increased but only slightly.
Effect on Revision Suggestions
The character of the revision suggestions made during the review sessions was also tracked to discover any shifts in the degree to which revision suggestions were either directive (i.e., imperative and passed down from the reviewers) or facilitative (i.e., writers and reviewers explored options and arrived at a revision cooperatively). As Table 4 shows, the text-mediated sessions tended to contain more directive than facilitative revision suggestions. In all text-mediated sessions, the number of directive suggestions outnumbered the facilitative Swarts / TECHNOLOGICAL MEDIATION OF DOCUMENT REVIEW 341 ones. In the textual replay-mediated sessions, the trend reversed though not completely. In four of the six review sessions across the two sites, the number of facilitative revision suggestions outnumbered the directive ones. If we look at the average proportion of facilitative to directive suggestions between the text and textualreplay sessions (as shown in Figure 3 ), we can see that more than half of the revision suggestions in the textual-replay sessions were facilitative compared to only about 20% in the text-mediated sessions.
The increase in facilitative comments in the textual replay-mediated sessions is dramatic, with an increase of nearly 40% across both sites.
Characteristics of the Text-Mediated Review
The text-mediated reviews tended to favor participation from the reviewers. In these sessions, reviewers appeared to operate more as gatekeepers. They chose the agenda for talking about the texts, and they stated the revisions that they felt were necessary. The reviewers directed attention to aspects of the texts that were relevant to their professional responsibility to certify that texts count as knowledge and can pass into organizational streams of activity.
Participation. Conditions in the text-mediated reviews appeared to support greater reviewer control and therefore, participation. Reviewers in many organizations occupy a gatekeeping role in which they are the experts who are responsible for determining if a text is appropriate for circulation. Given this responsibility, reviewers are the most qualified people to interact with the text at this organizational level. The disparity in the levels of writer and reviewer participation is built into the typical writer-reviewer relationship. Reviewers act as gatekeepers but do not necessarily engage in instruction, which we might expect to be a more interactive activity. As a result of writers' low participation, their opportunities to introduce discussions about individual processes are more limited.
Interchange initiation. In initiating more interchanges in the textmediated reviews, reviewers controlled both the language used to describe the text and the smaller joint actions that led to the articulation or imposition of revisions. Because reviewers set the agenda for discussion, they largely controlled how the marks on the text (i.e., the words, format) denoted elements of the joint activities in which the writers and reviewers engaged.
Topics of conversation.
In text-mediated reviews, the reviewers initiated more discussion of organizational processes and little discussion of individual processes. Perhaps the lengthier discussion of organizational processes reflected the information with which the reviewers were most familiar. But organizational-process knowledge was not common ground between the reviewers and the writers. The writers, for whom the texts represented a stage of a writing process, were at a disadvantage to connect information about organizational processes to their localized writing and revision processes. The language of organizational process was the reviewers' language, and it was based on an inaccessible (for the writers), enculturated experience that set discussion of the texts at an organizational level at the expense of discussion at the local, individual level, as the following excerpt shows:
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Figure 3. Average Proportion of Facilitative to Directive Revision Suggestions
Reviewer: Well, I'm going to leave the methodology of how you get the sample and the integrity of the sample up to you. You just need to verify with the lab that the method you use is attemptable and that it is foolproof in case we ever had testing audit. That is what I expect you to do.
In this excerpt, the engineer (writer) had tried to decide on the most appropriate and up-to-date sampling techniques to include in his study protocol. His local, individual process issues (as we find out later) were to accurately describe the sampling techniques and to choose techniques that would most likely result in hard data. The reviewer directed attention to the organizational level, implicating the text in efforts to support the work of lab technicians and to cover any liability concerns that could come out of sampling techniques that are fallible. The reviewer's criteria for selecting and describing sampling techniques were based on his enculturated knowledge of the work the lab does with the samples and the auditing procedures to which the work of the lab is subject. Coordinating such organizational information with individual writing and revision processes would be difficult.
Generally, reviewers raised topics that they felt were relevant to understanding the need for revisions. The reviewer from the preceding excerpt, however, passed up the opportunity to discuss how to think about sampling techniques in terms of their integrity and how to describe the techniques so that the lab receives foolproof samples:
So we are talking strategy and I am assuming that the methodology that you use will have been thought out and corroborated by whoever is going to do the actual analysis. So that is a question of chain of custody or handling.
Instead, the text is left stranded at a level of organizational abstraction in which the engineer's writing and revision processes are tied to a "chain of custody" and a list of people who must corroborate the protocol.
Because reviewers in these text-mediated reviews controlled the topics of conversation and marked documents as organizational objects, the potential for revision to be a joint activity diminished and the chances that the revisions could be articulated in terms of individual processes became less likely. The writers' ability to participate in the joint action of review was dependent on their grasp of the language the reviewers used to characterize the review texts. That is, 344 JBTC / July 2004 their ability to contribute to the revision of this document extended only as far as they could visualize the text using the same linguistic markers as the reviewers (Medway, 1996, p. 486) .
Revision suggestions. Reviewers controlled the discussion in the text-mediated review sessions and, in doing so, restricted writers' participation in proposing revisions. As a result, the majority of the revision suggestions offered were directive. Often, these suggestions came across as imperatives:
Reviewer: So, what to do. Well, first of all you have to do the business of the letter and you have to thank, you have to mention allocation, and you have to mention reunion where appropriate.
In this excerpt from the donor relations office, the donor officer had little choice about the content of her solicitation letter to a potential donor. The reviewer clearly stated that the officer had to do the business of the letter, had to thank, and had to mention allocation and reunion. This letter, like many others, was a promotional and persuasive document. It spoke about campus events, created a rapport between the university and the donor, and served as an informal contract between the donor and other members of the donor relations office. For example, the donor officers who dealt with allocation looked to the letters to determine where donations should be sent. In this sense, the reviewer was correct to say that the letter had to contain the elements that she requested. These necessities though, are clearly based on the function of an ideal solicitation letter and have little to do with the letter writer's intentions. Often, the reviewers made explicit the organizational processes that necessitated particular revisions and used those organizational circumstances as the principal means by which revisions were articulated and justified. When one engineer tried to decide whether to include cost information in his revision of a state regulation on airquality codes (his concern was that his cost information was incomplete), the reviewer cited organizational requirements that trumped individual concerns: Engineer: . . . So I don't know if I should suggest that we don't really know what the cost would be. I mean I could try to get information, but the thing is that it is going to take time to get that information. Reviewer: . . . We can get estimates, and we might even be able to say that we are working on this portion of the costs.
The bottom line was that the cost information needed to be included or else the document would stall in the approval process. Ultimately, the timely advancement of the revision through channels of approval was more important because it ensured that regulatory actions taken elsewhere in the agency would have legal justification. The engineer's concerns though, were quite understandable. As the person responsible for the revision, he appeared reluctant to include cost information he knew to be incomplete. Was it better to include the incomplete information or to leave it out? At the end of this segment of the review, we know only that the cost information must be included no matter how incomplete. Does this rule apply to other documents as well? One explanation for the greater amount of directive revision suggestions in the text-mediated review follows from my earlier observation that the reviewers contributed more to the reviews. The reviewers spoke more, initiated more interchanges, and controlled the language by which the document was characterized. The reviewers approached the documents as objects of organizational processes that were (a) not visible in the text and (b) not part of the writers' enculturated experiences. The writers lacked the opportunities to participate in the articulation of a course of revision because they appeared to have difficulty talking about aspects of the documents that they could not see.
Characteristics of the Textual Replay-Mediated Review
The textual replay-mediated reviews offered different opportunities for the writers and reviewers to interact. The most fundamental difference from the text-mediated sessions was that the writers participated more, at least partly because they needed to explain the contents of the textual replay. The writers also initiated more of the interchanges and took greater control over the direction of the review. The changes in participation patterns coincided with topical changes and changes in the types of revision suggestions offered.
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Participation. My aims in using the textual replay were (a) to increase the common ground between the writers and reviewers by making writing activity shareable information and (b) to provide the means by which the writers could participate more in the reviews. The textual replay gave the writers something to talk about and to share with their reviewers by extending their common ground to individual writing and revision processes. The overall level of writer participation increased at both sites. As the writers began to assert themselves more in the review sessions, they started to steer the conversation back to points that spoke more directly to their interests and immediate needs. The writers started talking more about writing and connecting the reviewers' comments to their own motivations and actions as the writers of these texts.
Although a significant proportion of the shift in participation can be accounted for by the writers' need to explain the textual replays, even this forced alteration to the dynamic of participation is useful. The writers brought into the review another mediating device (in addition to the text) that they were more prepared to discuss. And to the extent that the discussion of individual processes was brought into the review conversation, the writers asserted some control over both the content of the review and the nature of the joint actions taken that led to revision suggestions. For example, the author of this solicitation letter explained a section of her letter that she found difficult to write: Donor officer: "I would like to present to"-I kept reading that, shortening that because she [the donor] doesn't want to read about all of this. I wanted to get right to the point. Reviewer: Of course, you would not need to write that second sentence and then this last sentence because they say essentially the same thing. Maybe you just decided that yourself? Donor officer: Hmmm "personally" I must have looked at another letter . . . I used "past history" here too. When I see that there is a particular style that the person has been written to, I try to follow it.
By explaining the textual replay, the donor officer made that section of the text meaningful as a representation of her motivations (e.g., "I wanted to get right to the point") and as a representation of her writing strategy (e.g., "When I see that there is a particular style . . . I try to follow it"). This kind of writer participation is important because by introducing the language of individual process to the review discus- Swarts / TECHNOLOGICAL MEDIATION OF DOCUMENT REVIEW  347 sion, the writers created a different platform on which potential revisions needed to be articulated and justified. The writers raised the potential for airing conflict between organizational and individual processes that could lead to more profitable instruction and coordination in the two processes. The organizational processes are still important-they are facts of the writing situation that cannot be ignored. But by raising issues of individual process, the donor officer in the preceding excerpt appeared to create an opportunity for a different kind of participation from the reviewer. The reviewer was able to reference organizational information indirectly; that is, solicitation letters are courteous in that they are direct and to the point about asking for a donation and the reviewer ties in that organizational restriction to the writer's actions (e.g., "Maybe you just decided that"). The reviewer did not say what to do but instead appeared to speculate on what the writer might be thinking, thereby helping to structure the writer's interpretation of the events in the textual replay.
Interchange initiation. A more significant change in participation was at the interchange level. Whereas in the text-mediated reviews, reviewers were more likely to start interchanges and control the character of the review discussion and the kinds of joint activities introduced, in the reviews mediated by textual replay, writers initiated more of the interchanges, increasing opportunities for engaging the reviewers in joint activities that concerned the writers. Writers initiated more interchanges in the reviews that included textual replay for two reasons. First, the writers needed to explain the textual replays and therefore had more opportunity to speak about and establish the language of individual processes. Second, in establishing the language of individual processes, the writers were able to raise discussion or ask questions relevant to their immediate interests as writers. The textual replay gave the writers the opportunity to turn writing activity into common ground with the reviewers.
Frequently, the writers would initiate an interchange by discussing process issues, making establishing the motivation one of the joint activities of the review:
By initiating this conversation about his writing process, the engineer made establishing his motivation a joint activity of reviewing the text. The reviewer responded by acknowledging the motivation and connecting it to his knowledge of the organizational activity that created a need for the document the engineer had written:
Reviewer: Right, because in a permit-review report the emission unit description will comment on all of that.
Topics of conversation. Another interesting and expected change is that the content of the review conversation changed in the textualreplay reviews, shifting more toward individual processes while still maintaining the same amount of discussion at the organizational level. A more important feature of the conversation in the textualreplay sessions, however, was that it revealed the interactive relationship of individual and organizational processes.
For example, in discussing their individual processes, writers frequently spoke about their texts as being representations of writing strategies and motivations:
Engineer: Then I was thinking, you know, like I really want to separate out these items-these emissions sources. . . . And so I wanted to keep each emissions source separate, and then what I end up doing is I go back and start making little paragraphs describing each of the emission sources. Reviewer: Right, because in a permit-review report the emission unit description will comment on all of that; however, which way do you want to take it? The process is-it will ask you separately for process descriptions and those will be separated out automatically.
The engineer's discussion of his motivations for writing (i.e., "I really want to separate out these items-these emissions sources") resulted in a convenient point of connection for the reviewer to talk about organizational processes that happened to match with the engineer's motivations (i.e., "Right, because in a permit-review report the emission unit description will comment on all of that"). The reviewer used his organizational knowledge that the permit-review report requires emissions sources to be listed separately to confirm that the engineer's writing strategy was effective. Conversation of this nature indicated one kind of link between individual and organizational processes in the emerging discussion.
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The reviewers also contributed a different kind of fused-process discussion. At times, reviewers extended their comments about individual processes to work that writers should or would do in the organization that was either directly or peripherally related to the construction of the text. That is, reviewers occasionally set individual processes in an organizational context. Instead of discussing a section of text, reviewers sometimes discussed related conversations, meetings, and additional research that writers would need to do as part of their extended literate contributions to the work of the organization, as we can see in the following reviewer's comment:
Reviewer: And can we be just a little bit more formulaic so that we are not setting classes inappropriately either? . . . We are very upfront about here's the different types of services that we offer you. . . . So it seems to me that that's where we need to go, so your documents-as you prepare our thought process that day to get from scrambled everywhere because each person thinks about this a couple minutes in a day or a week. You want to be able to ensure your documents as a group that it is-here is a lot of information, isn't that great-run them through it, have them respond debate, whatever.
The document that the donor officer had prepared was part of a task in which other reunion coordinators would meet to discuss alternative plans for reunion organizing at different universities. The donor officer was frustrated by the apparent dysfunction of the university's current system, and he had called a meeting to raise his concerns. The document was part of this larger task, and the reviewer's comments tried to set the document in that context. Because people think "about this a couple minutes" a day only, the reviewer predicted that the meeting would start off "scrambled." By raising these organizational issues, the reviewer indirectly points out how the writer should consider the organizational context in deciding what kind of content to include and how to articulate it so that he will be able to accomplish his goals for the meeting.
At times, the reviewers switched between discussions of individual and organizational processes, showing how they connected more directly:
Reviewer: It would be nice that if somebody comes up and asks why you were removing that or why you want to make all of the other ones have this-you need to be able to show that it makes no difference in there anyway. Engineer: Right and that was one of the questions that I was going to ask the manager at [contractor] if that was cancelled, because I couldn't find it. Reviewer: Okay, it is just nice to have that in your back pocket in case somebody asks.
Although the reviewer understood why the engineer made a deletion in the state regulations (i.e., because that section made "no difference" anyway), he exhibited an awareness of how others in the organization might react to the omission: Others might ask why the information was deleted. The reviewer suggested that because people in the engineering agency might not understand the reason for the omission as clearly as the engineer who made it, the engineer ought to consider including technical information in other sections that could be used to justify the omission. Thus, individual processes here were driven by organizational needs. The reviewer helped the engineer speculate about how people might use the state regulations and suggested that based on those uses, the readers might question the omission.
We see a similar discussion of individual and organizational processes in the previous discussion of sampling techniques from the study protocol:
Engineer: Basically here I am trying to-basically I'm trying to get those down on paper as to exactly what he [colleague] requires to make hard data . . . and then I was going to another paragraph to talk about the QA/QC samples, the additional samples that are required to get-to make sure that the samples have validity. Reviewer: So you are talking about blind samples, and spike samples. . . .
My initial reaction is this . . . when you use the term matrix spike and what else . . . Engineer: "Matrix spike duplicate" and then sample delivery . . . Reviewer: "Two trip blanks"-uhm that probably should be explained because this protocol is something that a technical person might not be doing-it might be something that an individual might be doing. I think that either of these that you are using is going to be fine as long as you take the time to explain them. Was there any definition of matrix spike? Or you need to be QA/QC for each SDG? Swarts / TECHNOLOGICAL MEDIATION OF DOCUMENT REVIEW 351 This engineer had personal motivations for choosing sampling techniques and explaining them: to satisfy requirements that surfaced in his previous conversation with a colleague as well as his own desire to "get those down on paper as to exactly what he requires to make hard data." The engineer started to make connections between his individual processes and other organizational processes. The reviewer extended this consideration, noting that either of the samples would be fine "as long as [the engineer took] time to explain them." The reviewer pointed to the fact that a field tech might be conducting the tests and might not be completely familiar with the engineer's accurate yet "kind of bizarre" explanation of the required samples. Finally, the reviewer ties the engineer's writing to QA/QC (quality assurance/quality control) issues to reinforce a point he made previously about the need for the samples to be robust enough that the lab could defend their results in a testing audit should the need arise.
Revision suggestions. In the textual replay-mediated reviews, reviewers offered far more facilitative revision suggestions. In some writer-reviewer pairs, directive comments were still more common though generally the textual-replay sessions produced more facilitative revision suggestions. The significance of the shift is that it indicates a continuing trend toward treating revision as a joint, coordinated activity. Directive revision suggestions show the reviewer in control, dictating needed changes whereas facilitative suggestions enlist the writer's participation in articulating, approving, and operationalizing a course of revision. For example, at the request of a colleague, a donor relations officer tried to incorporate two themes into a solicitation letter and remarked, "Well, this is kind of a theme that I took from the Annual Fund piece, and [person] wanted an incorporation of the two ideas. . . . This is kind of what she wanted to do with it." The reviewer responded, "It seems to me that you might be able to say something like 'donors to the [university] Annual Fund constitute a powerful community,'" picking up on one of the themes that the writer was pursuing (i.e., the strong character and influence of the donor community). But the reviewer pitched her suggestion more tentatively (i.e., "you might be able to say"), inviting the writer to compare the suggestion with her intentions.
Reviewers frequently bundled revision suggestions with comments about the organizational processes in which the writers participated. By couching revision suggestions in discussions of organiza-tional processes, the reviewers appeared to make a bridge between the writers' individual processes and the organizational processes that their texts should facilitate. By highlighting the writers' connection to other activities in their organizations, reviewers invited writers to understand the necessity of particular revisions:
Officer: We will take a look at-particularly at our example and compare and contrast it with the others, and then we will perhaps identify some of the dysfunction as you and I have talked about it here. And hopefully start to lead those discussions to kind of highlight what worked well. Reviewer: I see, yeah, because I think as soon as you can put out the idea or even the thought of these more controversial-at least you can get people to react and hopefully get to a solution. Is that what you are after? Because what I would like to see happen is that we are-we are collaborative enough and trusting enough that during this particular session we can come out with some real ideas.
The reviewer's revision suggestions here were both structured and open. The reviewer suggested that the donor officer's comments about dysfunction in the fund raising and reunion plans were of primary importance because the purpose of the document was to stimulate conversation. The reviewer then proposed that "put[ting] the ideas" out earlier would be preferable based on her understanding of what the donor officer wanted to accomplish with the document (i.e., "Is that what you are after?"). Although the revision suggestion appeared tentative, it really was not. Such suggestions were typical and were often phrased as questions in which the writer was invited to explore a revision option under a reviewer's watchful eye. Then if the writer were to make unworkable suggestions, the reviewer (as the more experienced practitioner) could correct them and speak directly to the tenability of the writer's intentions.
CONCLUSION
In conversations such as those mediated by textual replay, I see writers coming to view their texts as "network organizing," "conscription devices" (Henderson, 1991) . As conscription devices, texts "enlist group participation and are receptacles of knowledge that [are] created and adjusted through group interaction with a goal" (Henderson, 1998, p. 53) . As Henderson's (1998) texts are both products of individual processes (receptacles of personal knowledge) and tools that support the work of multiple users engaged in a number of intersecting organizational processes. These are complex uses of texts, and given that a significant, growing population of writers are people who have little to no formal training in writing, we should pay closer attention to text-mediated practices such as review. We should expect document reviewers to highlight the tensions between individual and organizational processes to help enculturate writers and provide them with distinct opportunities to change their organizations through their textual contributions.
As we have seen, the mediating tools that we use to support the joint activity of review (language and text among them) deserve specific consideration as aids or hindrances to the goals of review. Text mediation poses some problems for newcomers to document review in that this form of mediation is associated with greater reviewer control of the review conversation and revisions that arise from it. Textual-replay mediation, however, appears to be associated with more overall writer participation, more instances in which writers can establish the joint activities that make up the review, and a greater willingness on the part of reviewers to make revision a cooperative practice. Yet the textual replay is based on a technology, screen capture, that I have repurposed to fit the constraints of review. The results of this study suggest that such mediation is potentially beneficial to document review. But for the textual replay to emerge as a tool designed to mediate writing review, we, along with tool designers, must build on the positive qualities of the textual replay and improve the features that would enable it to be more smoothly integrated into review practices.
Initial design considerations must look at how well the tool can be fitted more transparently into the writing and reviewing processes. Camtasia ® and most screen-capture tools require too much deliberate interaction to be seamlessly useful. After observing the trouble that writers and reviewers had with Camtasia ® , I recommend that the following changes should be made to make the textual replay more usable.
All of the writers found it awkward to start a screen-capture program and attend to the program while writing. Starting the program, stopping the videos, and saving the files were simply added inconveniences to the task of writing. Furthermore, the screen capture recorded on-screen activity continuously and thus captured less 354 JBTC / July 2004 revealing, though realistic, aspects of the writing process including long, ponderous spans of inactivity. The textual-replay tool would be improved by making the recording process more transparent, perhaps by linking the textual replay to a word-processing program and the shutter release to a keyboard function (e.g., pressing the space bar) so that the screen is recorded continuously though only while content is being generated or changed.
In addition, to speed the review process, the textual replays should be made easier to access. In the study, the reviewers had to open the video file and fast-forward to the relevant section of text that they wished to discuss. Ideally, the textual replay would piggyback a cutting function to a keyboard command, such as the enter key. For example, whenever the writer would hit the enter key, the textualreplay program would splice together the frames taken since the last enter keystroke and save the version as a separate video file, automatically assigning a name for the paragraph that it captured. Then when the review participants would come to a section of text that they wanted to see animated, they could select the textual replay from a context menu.
In general, the textual replay needs to be redesigned to capitalize on its mediating strengths (showing the writing process) and not impinge on any of the other important joint activities that make up review. The current form of textual replay hinders revision, a key component of the review process, and directs attention away from looking at the text as an organizational object, another key perspective for document review. The textual-replay tool should allow individual process issues to surface during a review and enable revision of the textual product. In the textual replay tested here, the participants needed to leave the textual replay and to return to the text when the review turned to making revisions. These changes, though, were removed from the artifact that represented the "writing process," a move that would appear to impede instruction because the revisions would not facilitate what Schön (1987) called "reflection in action" (pp. 26-27) . We may achieve this fusion of product and process by making textual replay a medium that supports revision in addition to playback. Ideally, the review participants could stop a textual replay in the middle, select a moment in that document's history, produce a transfer copy, and make revisions based on the draft at that moment, directly intervening in (i.e., reflecting on) the act of writing.
A tool that helps us learn about a writing process without placing that process in a larger organizational context may be of limited value. As implemented in this study, the textual replay heightened awareness of the writing process, perhaps at the expense of blunting awareness of the organizational processes that also shaped the texts. Katz (1998b) suggested that one of the more important steps that a reviewer should take in socializing a new writer is to "contextualize the task." That is, the "information or procedure must be presented within the context of a typical situation" (Katz, 1998b, p. 168) , and we know that one aspect of the writing context is the ecology of texts (Devitt, 1991) , people, and resources to which the text is connected. Many of the reviewers discussed these qualities, but that information remained hidden within the text. To make textual replay a tool that supports cooperative framing and discussion of the text, the textual-replay tool needs to make available textual qualities that are consistent with the reviewers' experience as writers.
A design enhancement that might make the organizational context of a review document clearer would support an online reviewing environment in which we could see different views of the text such as the process view that the textual replay currently provides and also, perhaps, an organizational view that would include a flowchart of organizational processes to which a text is a contribution; a hypertext map of related documents and resources that borrow language, data, and sources from the text under review; and a use-history map showing who has accessed the document. A design goal would be to let the organizational view be self-generating-a map of use that is built from a computer system's awareness of the identity of the users who have accessed a review text, the related project folders in which the review text is placed, and where wording from the text and others like it are replicated in other organizational texts.
My research indicates the importance of examining tools that support our text-mediated activities. It shows that by listening to users and watching the results of their interactions with texts and each other in the review process, we can see that they fabricate tools, either out of available materials or language, to support the specific needs of their joint activity. Research into creating tools to support textcentered activities is just coming to the forefront of our field, but it is an area of critical importance.
